Paid Faculty Aid Position

The WATCH lab is led by Dr. Daniel Ravid and focuses broadly on the psychological implications of the changing nature of work. WATCH lab research spans a number of domains within and outside the field of psychology and management, including the psychological study of workforce development, workforce aging, and the effects of digital technologies on work and workers. Previous research projects include research on the effects of workplace surveillance, the use of virtual reality technology for employee training, debunking of generational stereotypes in the workplace, and the implications of social media use in workplaces.

As a faculty aid, you will have the opportunity to assist in conducting rigorous research that will inform real-world policy. Other responsibilities will include basic administrative tasks and light grading and grade entry for two undergraduate courses.

This position is open to anyone interested in gaining research experience.

Hours: approx. 10 hrs/week

If interested, please complete the short application form linked below.

https://forms.gle/Bi6XMpcwLD7BHUnD9